
Chapter 1443 You Will Never Find Her

“His recklessness seems to know no bounds when it comes to anything related to Janet.” Harrell shook his
head in resignation, leading Darkmoon’s personnel in their duty to safeguard Brandon
As the heiress of Darkmoon, Corinne was always in the know about the organization’s every move. When 
she received news that Brandon was launching an attack on Jeremy’s lair, her reaction was one of shock 
and fury. “What did you say? Brandon went to Jeremy’s hideout?”
The underling nodded. “Mr. Larson is already on his way there with his team. It appears Mr. Scott has also 
followed suit with Darkmoon’s forces.” “It’s too dangerous!” Corinne abruptly rose from her seat. “No, I need
to see what’s happening. If anything transpires, I can lend a hand.”
She quickly donned her coat and commanded, “Bring your men along.” “Yes, ma’am,” the subordinate 
complied
Brandon moved swiftly, taking Jeremy by surprise. By the time Jeremy received the intel, Brandon was 
already at his doorstep, leaving no time for him to escape
Jeremy’s lab door was kicked open, his guards tossed in, their condition uncertain
Stunned, Jeremy managed to maintain a facade of calm as Brandon’s group charged in. “It’s been a while, 
Brandon. To what do I owe the pleasure?”
Brandon was in no mood for pleasantries. He seized Jeremy by the collar, his gaze icy with a lethal intent. 
“Where’s Janet? Hand her over wisely, or I’ll turn your life into a living nightmare!”
Jeremy surmised that Brandon had caught wind of his claim to have a
sister, leading him to become suspicious and trace the lead back here
However, faced with Brandon’s interrogation, Jeremy’s lips twisted into a wicked smirk as he shrugged. “Mr.
Larson, I’m at a loss. I departed alone that day. Didn’t your wife return with you?”
Narrowing his eyes, Brandon retaliated wit
Jeremy was sent sprawli
Undeterred, he wiped it off with a smi
Brandon’s patience sna
He bent down, gripped Jeremy’s collar tighter, and uttered re Janet is, and I might think about sparing you 
some pain.”
Unfazed, Jeremy countered Brandon with a fearless grinother man concern me? I’ve no interest in your 
spouse.”
“Lunatic,” Brandon scoffed, channeling the fear he’d bests landed fiercely on Jeremy, one punch after the 
other
Yet, Jeremy derived perverse
So despite the onslaught of punc
“Brandon, don’t waste your energy,” intervened Haral for Jeremy. “Finding Janet is our top priority.”
“You’re right,” agreed
twitched, then he lan 
rendering him unconscious
Looking down at the incapacitated Jeremy, Brandon straightened up, adjusted his clothing, and turned to 
leave, commanding, “Take him with us. We’ll turn this place inside out if we have to, but we must find 
Janet.” However, despite their exhaustive search of the lab, Jeremy’s villa, and even the yard’s drainage, 
they found no trace of Janet. Instead, they stumbled upon Suzanne, who’d been missing for quite some 
time
Suzanne had been kept in a guest room of the villa by Jeremy. H Brandon’s imposing presence, 
comfortably seated on the sofa. #
An hour later, Jeremy regained consciousness. Nface, he deduced that Janet was yet to be found
He burst into laughter. “Mr. Larson, st
Jeremy’s mockery instantly stoked Brandon’s fury. Aned, “Wait, I think I know who’s been hiding Janet.”
Jeremy’s laughter abruptly halted
Earlier, Jeremy’s provocative statements had d oblivious to others, Jeremy had thrown Suzanne
a warning glance. 4


